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As with all Sovex products, vehicle loaders can be fixed or mobile. At Sovex, 
every solution is tailored to each customers’ requirements. That means sometimes 
a standard product fits perfectly, whereas often additional options maybe required. 
There is a Sovex Boom Conveyor for every vehicle loading challenge.

Choose from a wide range 
of additional options that 
can be fitted to your 
telescopic boom conveyor, 
offering extra functionality.

High level stands are designed 
to allow boom conveyors to 
be raised when loading or 
unloading large trailers in the 
absence of a loading dock.

Sovex side guides can be fitted 
to all conveyors to prevent 
items falling 
from the 
conveyor.

 Integration into larger systems
 Adjustable height
 Serves more than one dock 
 Operator platform
 Additional lighting 

VEHICLE LOADER OPTIONS

Certificate Number 11183  
ISO 9001:2008
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VEHICLE LOADER OPTIONS
Operator Platform The Sovex Operator Platform enables the operator to load and unload 

trailers up to 8.6ft high whilst manitaining operator safety. It incorporates 
safety edges at the front and underside of the platform; whilst greatly 
reducing loading and unloading times.

Side Lighting LED light units mounted on the side of the front boom provide additional 
illumination in the vehicle; the lights automatically switch on when the 
boom extends and switch off when the boom is fully retracted.

Mobile Chassis Whether for serving more than one door or simply to move the boom 
conveyor away from the door, the Sovex Mobile Chassis greatly increases 
the flexibility of vehicle loading and unloading. Available on rails or fully 
mobile, low or high level and manually moved or powered; there is a mobile 
chassis for every situation.

Sovex Bendy Boom Providing extreme flexibility, the Sovex Bendy Boom can be easily 
integrated with ancillary conveyors. Height adjustable, they are suitable 
for loading and unloading vans, lorries and containers up to 45ft. The front 
boom is fitted with integrated lighting at the front so the operator can see 
when inside the vehicle.

Integration into System Whilst Sovex offers full turnkey solutions to large conveyor system 
requirements, we are also pleased to integrate vehicle loaders into systems 
offered by third parties. With a range of raised belt transfers to meet incline 
conveyors and a dedicated controls team; integration is guaranteed to be 
seamless.

Side Guides When dealing with a varied product profile or integrating into a larger 
material handling system, additional guiding is often required. The side 
guides on a Sovex Vehicle Loader fit seamlessly with the rest of our 
conveyor range and can be easily adapted to suit any other guiding as 
required.

Powered Height 
Adjustment

It can often be necessary to adjust the loading and unloading height of a 
boom, such as when loading areas are not level or product needs to be 
stacked in the vehicle. Sovex offers integrated screw jacks or external 
hydraulics; both operated from the front of the machine for absolute 
operator control.

High Level Stands When customers have a requirement to load and unload large trailers 
but their buildings lack a raised dock; the boom conveyor will need to be 
mounted at a high level to ensure correct working height within the vehicle.

Auto Feed on Loading 
and Unloading

Product sensors can be fitted between rollers at the front of the machine 
and/or across the rear of the machine.  When the sensors are blocked by 
product, the belt will stop and automatically restart when the product is 
removed.

Hydraulic Height 
Adjustment

Hydraulic Rams allow the front of the machine to raise and lower to suit 
varying trailer heights and improved ergonomic working conditions for the 
operator. These are fitted either side of the main case section complete 
with anti-burst valves.  This allows for -0.5° to +2.5° of adjustment.

Slewing Ideal for companies who handle both loose load and unpalletised goods, 
this conveyor can be moved away from the door to allow access to forklift 
trucks in a slewing movement.


